SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Dear Mary
by Sarah Jakes

1. Mothers face many unique challenges today. How will Dear Mary help moms to face those challenges head on?

2. What were some of the inspirations you drew on as you were writing this book?

3. What attracted you to the letter style that we see in each chapter of Dear Mary?

4. Even though Mary the mother of Jesus lived some two thousand years ago, what are some of the lessons she offers to modern-day mothers?

5. Each book is a unique writing journey for the author. Was there anything significant you learned about yourself as you were writing this book?

6. Has Dear Mary impacted the way you’re choosing to raise and parent your own children?

7. As you think of moms getting to that final page of Dear Mary, how do you hope their lives have been impacted in the reading process?

8. Where can people connect with you online and find out more about your book Dear Mary?
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